Analytics Peak
Elevate your data experience with unique dashboards + reports
When speed and scale are no longer a barrier, your data can answer questions
you didn’t even know to ask. Explore your rev cycle with simple, yet robust tools to
build unlimited dashboards and reports. Tailor insights with custom defined
calculations, definitions and map keys unique to your organization and unlock
the true potential of your revenue cycle.

Grow + scale with data insights you can trust
Delivering data experiences to support the complex decision-making needs of visionary healthcare organizations requires a different approach. Waystar’s Analytics + Business Intelligence platform goes beyond
standard reports and dashboards to deliver impact through data experiences that fit the way people work.
Better decisions happen with simple access to the right data at the right time. Waystar’s end-to-end RCM
platform unlocks the value of your unified data to deliver simplified, tailored insights to empower data driven
decisions you can trust.

Empowering elevated data experiences
• Enabling strategic visibility and actionable execution,
with triggers, alerts and email follow-up
• Ad-hoc data analysis tools for deeper insight into every
facet of your revenue cycle
• Go beyond the surface and drill down into underlying
data with dynamic, interactive, easy-to-use data
visualization tools that allow for a deeper understanding
of your rev cycle
• Build unlimited dashboards + reports with simple, yet
robust BI tools to see and explore your data your way
• Curate tailored data visualizations with customized
calculations, definitions and KPIs bringing unrivaled
visual clarity and simplicity
• Compare your organization’s performance to your peers
with highly customizable competitive benchmarking that
gives insight into performance strengths + opportunities

Ready to explore your rev cycle in a new way?
1-844-6Waystar | waystar.com
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Waystar simplifies and unifies the healthcare revenue cycle with innovative, cloud-based technology. Together, our technology, data and client
support streamline workflows and improve financials for our clients, so they can focus on their patients.
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